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Renewing the Ancients: Montaigne's Retelling of the Tales of Antiquity Renewing old material-retelling stories in a fresh, original mannerwas in fact what Montaigne was doing when he recalls the tales once told by his classical masters from Greek and Latin Antiquity. He does not claim, as did some of his contemporary conteurs, that a tale borrowed from Antiquity was of recent origin, although he will on occasion recast a remote foreign setting in French tones to render the tale less remote and more universal in terms of human behavior. Marguerite de Navarre, who makes such claims to telling only true stories ("nulle nouvelle qui ne soit veritable histoire"), masks the remote medieval as well as fictional origins of the Seventieth Tale by sketching in the very efficient style of the nouvelle the familiar geographic setting of her tale ("En la duché de Bourgoingne").
1 Nor does he cast a tale borrowed from the remote Middle Ages as if it had taken place just a short while ago.
The essayist makes it clear that his recycling of the material borrowed from Greek and Latin authors-what he calls his pilferings ("larrecins")-is done not in an effort to compete with his models but as a means of learning through trying out and application. Perhaps sensitive to the criticism that he is generous in his borrowings from Antiquity, he explains the process of trying out the Ancients in a late addition to the essay:
Si sçay-je bien combien audacieusement j'entreprens moy mesmes à touscoups de m'esgaler à mes larrecins, d'aller pair à pair quand et eux, non sans une temeraire esperance que je puisse tromper les yeux des juges à les discerner. Mais c'est autant par le benefice de We might better understand what he calls his "application"-his trying out of these authors-by taking note of what he says concerning Jacques Amyot's fine translation of Plutarch's work. The meeting of an ancient and modern author takes the form of a sustained conversation-a dialogue which results in the transmission of the essence or "generale Idee" of the revered author's thought to the modern author.
2 The modern writer works to bring such an essence to life without distortion or contradiction of his forerunner's "generale Idee," not the facts of narration but the cultural mores in which the events took place and the reasoning behind the events and their consequences.
3 Again and again, when he relates stories of either antique or French origin, Montaigne will shape the narrative to highlight these two components: customs/behavior patterns and the "pourquoy" behind the events. The fresh context, his Essais, will set off the "vieux champions" without betraying their work and will provide an innovative context for it.
Along with pleasing the listener, tales aim at teaching us something about human behavior. Such instruction, however, is not a passive activity. The content, shape, and characterization of the conte enable the reader to construct his or her own judgment based on the particulars of the narrative. The tutor who guides his pupils will not teach the details of the stories but instruct them to draw their own conclusions based on the specifics: "qu'il ne lui apprenne pas tant les histoires, qu'à en juger" 'Let him be taught not so much the histories as how to judge them' (I, 26, 156A/115). As a storyteller
